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Summary
;
This reviews James Tobin's argument that the introduction of index-linked
government bonds would render monetary policy more efficient, A macro^economic
model incorporating inflationary expectations and uncertainty is used to show
that the effects of a given monetary policy would probably be no different in a
regime with index-linked government bonds than they would be in a regime with
nominal government bonds. IIonetac)rvpolicy will have different effects in the
two regimes when the model is complicated to allow monetary policy to generate
changes in the state of expectations and uncertainty, it is not possible, howe/er,
to predict in which regime monetary policy would be more efficient.
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IKDKX-LIHKED GOVESNMXNT BONDS AND TSL EFFICIENCY 07 MONSTARY POLICiT.
PAITL BECKEHMAN UNIVERSITT 0? ILLINOIS SEPTEMBER 1978
Abstract: This eseey reviews James Tobin's argument that the j.atiroduc-
iSoa of iadex-llnlsfed gnvsrtuaent boada would render monetary policy more
efficient:^ A macro-ecoaomic aodel incorporating inflationary expacta~
tiocd and uncertainty is used to show that the effects of a given monetary
policy woiild probably be no different la a regime with i-adex-lii^ked govern'-
ate&t bonds than they would be in a regime with noralaal government boiids.
Konetary policy will have different effects la the two regimes vtien the.
sodel is complicated to allow monetary policy to generate changes in the
state of expectations and uncertainty; it ±a not possible, howaver, to
predict in whicli regime monetary policy would be the more efficient.
The writer expresses his thanks to Dwight Jaffee, Alan Blinders and
William Branson for comments and advice. None of these gentlemen, of
course, is .responsible for any errors of fact or judgment contained in
this essay.
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In a well-koown 1963 treati-sa^, '-An Essay on. the Principles of Govenj-
xsent Debt Management," (Tobin, 1963) James Tobin suggasstea that the laonetary
authority covLld increase the ''efficiency" of its opeis-ffiAtket. eperationa if
it dealt in indes-linked govemiaeat bonds. Tha introduction of inder-1 Jinked
long-term governaient debt» Tobin argued, would roake open-ffiarkef. operations
ssore efficient in the sense that a given change in the target varJLable—
•
which Tobin took to be "the supply price of capital," i.e.? the ratio cf
the financial-market valuation of equity to the replacement cost o£ tlie
capital represented by the equity—coxild be achieved with a stsaXIsr change
in the maturl'lT' composition of the outstanding government debt.
Let U3 first review Tobin' 8 argument. la the analytical model of his
treatises if the state of financial anticipations and investor preferences
is given, the relative supplies of the different kinds of government debt
(laoney, short-tenn debt, and long-term debt) and private capital assets
deteriaine the valuation of the capital assets. All other thirigs being aqijal,
the higher ie the proportion of money and government short-term debt held by
the public, or the lov/er is the proportion of long-terin debt held by the
public, the higher will be the real valuation placed by tlie public on capital
assets. Open-market operations work by manipulating the relative proportions
of outstanding government debt to change the suppJy price of capital—^^the
higher is the supply price of capital, the lov/er will be the private cost of
capital, and hence the higher the level of investment should be. Now., all
other things being equal , the effect of any shift in the relative supplies
of government on the supply price of capital will be the stronger, the
stronger is the substitutabllity of long-term government debt and capital
a-ssets, and the weaker is the substitutabllity of long-term government debt
-"
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and ffioney.. The essential aesumption behind Tobin*c claisi for indax-linke-.d
long-terai governaent debt was that such debt would be regarded by financial
taarkets as a stronger substitute for equities aad a weaker B^ibstitute for
jaoney than nominal long-term goverxiaent debt would be, Tobin put it this ways
A subatantial part of the independence of risk betwees!
current debt instruinents and capital equity arises from their
difference in statue with respect to uncertainties of the fu-
ture purchasing power of money, A purchasing power bond would
share the role of capital equity as a hedge against changes in
the price level. It would therefore be a much better substitute
tJian existing debt instruments for ownership of capital. There
would remain, of course, the additional risks of capit-al ownsv--
ehipj for which capital would eoiamand a preraiuis oyer the rate
of return on purchasing power bonds. This premixim would vary
with, among other things, the relative supplies of purchasing
power bonds and real capitals For its part» the marketable
purchasing power bond would involve risks of interest rate
change in the same manner as conventional bonds. But there
would be less reason to expect its interest rate to move to-
gether with other government debt interest rates. The purchas-
ing power bond would be substantially independent of other
debt Instruments in risk. It would be a much poorer substitute
for ether government obligations than long-term bonds are at
present for short-term obligations and cash. (Tobin, 1963, p. 204,)
Professor Tobin's claim for index-linked government bonds has been
questioned on various grounds. A number of commentators have doubted
that index-linked bonds really would be regarded by the financial amrkets
as a closer substitute for equities than noaiinal bonds. For example,
investors might in fact consider the ex ante (i.e., "before" market valua-
tion) expected real rates of return on nomlxial bonds and capital to be
subject to negatively correlated random variables: the view of the finan-
cial market might be that, whatever happens in the future, higher inflation
ie likely to be favorable to the real rate of return on capital assets,
lower inflation less favorable* If this is really how financial-market
participants feel, risk-averse financial Investors might prefer to hold
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hedged portfolios of aomi.nal bonds sad equltiesj end nominal bonds aslght
in effsct be better substitutes for capital assets than indax-linVed bonds.
[See Fischer (1975), Siegel (1974),] Another point is ttet in certairj con-
textSj e,g,^ in Brazil, as described in Beckermaa ("Index-linked Fiusncisl
Asseti3»,.s" 1978), the rates for ehor'c-term finance may be a mere impcrtsct
detenainant of (or constraimt oa) the level of invsstijient speridifg than ths
supply price of capital or the long-term bond rate,. Indeed, in some pls;C85
short-terra instriHeents might even be a closer substitute for capital assets
traded in the stock markets than long-term instruments. In such circust"
stances the principal target for monetary policy must then be the short-tena
rates» and it may be easier to affect fcliesa if the long~tena bonds theia-
selves are nominal*
In tills essay, however, we question Tobin's analysis on more funda-
mental grounds. Even supposing that index-linked bonds are regarded by
tlie financial markets as a closer substitute for equities than nominal
bonds, and that the supply price of capital is the appropriate target
variable for monetary policyj it is not clear that monetary policy •will
be more efficient if government bonds are index-linked. In the passage
from Tobin's 1963 essay that we have cited above, Tobin really makes two
assumptions: first, that index-linked bonds are closer substitutes for
equities than nominal bonds; and second, that index-lliAed bonds are ve3.ker
substitutes for cash and near-money assets than nominal bonds. In other
words, Tobin assumes that the introduction of inde3i:-linked bends turns the
"demand-for-equity" function more sensitive, and the demand~for~iiioney func-
tion less sensitive, to changes in the interest rate. As we shall see
below, both assumptions are necessary if we are to be certain that monetary
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policy will be more efficient vith index-linked bonds. If we am careful
j
however, to 'cltink about the deiaand-for-equity and the demand- for-nsoney
functions as well as the interest rate io real tarsBSs, it seems unJ.ikely
that the two assuarptions would hold simultaneously. For if the iatvoduc-
tion of index-linked bonds tuims the demand-for-real-equity fynctioa mere
sensitive to changes in the real interest rate, it is likely also to turn
the demand-for-reai-balaRcea function more sensitive to changes in ths real
interest rate. Tlie effects of introducing index-linked bonds 02 the tiv'O
functions would then be contrary. If a fall in the. real interest rate has
an enhanced expansionary affect on the demand for equity in a regime with
iudes-linked bonds, it also has an enhanced contractionary effect on the
demand for jconey* lii our an&3.y3is in Section 1, along with Appendices
A and B, we shall show (contrary, perhaps, to intuition) that there Is
no reason to believe that the effect of Introducing index-linked bonds
on the demand-for-equity function would dominate the effect on the demand-
for-money function.
In general, we shall argue that there is nc reason to expect monetary
policy to differ systematically in regimes with nossilnal and with index-
linked bonds. In Section II, however, we discuss a possible exception to
this generalization. It is possible that monetary policy, through changes
in the price level and other system parameters of the model we develop,
generates systematic changes in the state of expectations and uncertainty.
Since, as we will show in Section I, the state of expectations and uncer-'
talnty may play a different structural role in macro-economic systems
with nominal and with index-linked bonds, monetary' policy might have
different consequences through this channel in the two regimes. We will
w "m iw ii n)iyn,'Mut»w«p»MW»»tWMM«wt ciA«^»-nKii wigwn
'rri
k^ »'
argoe, however, that aven wheTi this ''expectaticna-and-uRcertaiBty''' cha.rmel
is taken into account, there is i\o way to predict on theoretical grounds
Whether monetary policy would ba aor? efficient with indsx-linked or
DC^sisal bonds.
I. Aggregate deaiand aad monetary policy with uominal and index-linked
boBds
.
Our purpose in this section ia to develop a isodel of aggregate de-
isaad capable of representiiag governaent bonds as nouiii'sAl or Index-lir^ked*
ifa then use this model to determiae under what conditions monetary policy
voMid be more efficient in the mffdei with index-linked bonda than in the
laode]. with nominal bonds.
Our Model of aggregate demand comprises three equations: an
"iBvestment-eqTials-savings" relation, a "inoney-demand-equals~money-sappl7"
relation, and a "capital-valuation" relation, AJJ. th&ae relations sre
quite com'eaticnal in siacro-economic theoryj only here» ia order to repre-
sent the availability- or non-availability of index-litjlced goverTnaent bonds,
we incorporate as shift parameters the expectations of and the uncertainties
attaching to the real rates of return on money, bonds, and equities.
Suppose first that government bonds are nominal. We begin by consid-
ering the demand for real money balances , Let M represent the money supply,
p the price level, y the real rate of national income, and V the stock of
real wealth. Let L represent the demand-for-money function (as a frac-
tion of real wealth) with nominal bonds (represented by the superscript n) >
Also, let -ir represent the expected real rate of return on money for "the
I2! —coming period,"' ', i the nominal rate of interest, r the expected real rate
of return on bonds' ', and k the expected real rate of return on equities.' '
V. !. • .
••1
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And finally, let if, f 9 and k represent some measure of the uncertainties
perceived by the fiaanctal markets to apply to Wj r, and k<. We take the
detaand for nominal inociey balances to be given by
pL^Cy, -7j t» 7, f, 7, 2) » W,
L^, L*^^ > 0, L^, lI < 0, L^, lJ, L^, Jo,
'
-w r ic
r »" i ~ir, f » t.
That Is, the deoand for money is a positive fimction of the rate of aational
Inconse and of the expected real rate of return on laoney, and a negative
function of the expected real rates of return on competing assets. The
expected real rate of return on bonds ia given by i -ir on the assumption
that the bonds carry no coupon, being einply sold at a discount. Intuitively,
one might suppose that the demand for money is a negative function of the
uncertainty attaching to the real rate of return on money and a positive
function of the rates of return on competing assets, Ihis is not clear
a priori , however, because the subjective probability distributions held
in the financial markets of if and »c maj' be either negatively or positively
n n ^
covariant, so that L., L_, and LZ. may reasonably taka any sign.
Next we consider the "demand-for-equity" function* Let K rspresent
the real pax value of outstanding equity, which we assume to be equal to
the reel replacement value of existing physical capital. Let qK represent
the financial markets ' real valuation of this equity (or capital) , and let
C" be the demand-for-equity function with nominal bonds. The valuation
of equity is given then by
qK « c"(-7, if, 7, f, 7, R)' W,
<•.:"
X< '
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'-^ < C^ v c" c" c'^ ~
-¥ r K
r = i -7, 2r « f
.
Desnand for equity is taken to be related positively to the expected real
rate of retura on equity and negatively to the expected rates of ratiira
on competing assets. The signs of C.^ C_, and C- are taken to be vn-
knovn a^ priori.
Finally, for the "IS" equation, we will write
I'^Cq, 7, f) - S"(y, 7, t) -f [TCy) - G]
,
I^ > 0. I^ 1° < 0, S'^ > 0. S^, S^ 7 0, T > 0,
^ r ^. £ '
r " i -ir, f = ?,
vhere I is the real-rate-of-investment ftmctioa, S the real~rate--of-
eavings function, T the real-rate-^of-tax-revenue function, and G the
real rate of government expenditure. Investment is considered to be en-
couraged by a higher supply price of capital q, and to be discouraged,
all other things being equal, by a higher expected real rate of interest
or by a higher uncertainty attaching to that rate. Savings is considered
to be encouraged by a higher rate of national income, but the effects of
increases in the expected real rate of interest or the uncertainty attaching
to this rate on the savings rate cannot be said a^ priori ; we should think
that an increase in r would encourage savings, and that an increase in
f = ff , i.e., in inflationary uncertainty, would discourage savings;
nevertheless, the supply schedule of savings with respect to r may be
backward-bending, and it is possible that in tlis short-run an increase
•cV; -sea
•->
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in inflationary uncertainty actually induces people to save to maintain
their wealth as best they can. Finally, the tax function is taken hera tc
depend only on real income. This is not true, of course, for inflation
can affect real tax receipts, but since the tax function is not affected
by whether bends are nominal or index-linked » the tax function is beside
the point for our present purposes.
The complete isodel of aggregate demand with nominal bonds is given,
then, by
M « pL"(y, -7, %; 7, ?, K, 2)' X?,
,n _a
-, ,n ^n
^ „ .n ,n ^n > f. /^^\\* L _ > 0, L_, L_ < 0, L^, L^, Lg — 0| (xn)
-w r *:
qk » c"(-7, S, 7, f, K, )?)' W,
C^._» Cl < 0, (^ > 0, G^, C^^, C^ J 0; (2n)
-TT r K
l"(q, 7, ?) = S"(y, 7, t) + [T(y) - G],
ij > 0, 1^, ij < 0, s!; > 0, S^, Sj 7 0, T > 0; (3n)
^ r ' r
'
r = 1 ~ ir; (4n)
and
f •» ff. (5n)
This model can easily be converted to represent a macro-economic
system incoriJoratiug index-linked bonds, as follows: (i) the functions
l", c", i", and S^ are changed to L^, C^, I", and S^, though their argu-
ments remain unchanged; (ii) the real rate of interest is now certain, so
>..
.IJ:
'y t
i i i i
tliat r = r and ff - 0; and (iii) the signs of L^, C^, I^» and S^^ are now
irrelevant, since f is fixed at zero.
The model of aggregate deaiand with index-linked bonds is given^ fchsn,
by
qS C^C-ir, S, r, f, ic, Z)' W
C^. C* < 0, C^ > 0. C^, C^, C^ ~ 0| (2i)
—
» _ » — if' r K <
-w r K
I^(q, 7, f) - S^(y, 7, f) + [T(y) - G],
l| > 0. if, li < 0, sj > 0, sf., sj 7 0, T > a; (3i)
r = rj (4i)
and
S " 0. • (5i)
Each of the models (In) - (5n) and (li) - (5i) has four systen!. para-
saeters, p, y, q and r, and eight shift parameters, G, M, Ks W, tt, if, ic,
and (2, Each model may be solved for an aggregate-demand function^
and
y - d'^Cp; G, M, K, W, ti, ff, k, g) (6n)
y = D^(p; G, M, K, W, it, *, 7, Z)
.
(6i)
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To oolve the system for p and y requires an aggregate-supply relation, euch
y » ?(p; K^ 7, «, 7, g), (7)
Here, however, we concentrate on aggregate demand alone„ Furthermcre,
to simplify and focus our discussion of Tobia's argument ^ we consider
the asset-demand relations of each model alone. We derive a pair cf
"LM" relations for the equations [(In), (2n), (4n), (5n)3 sjod [(11), (21)
^
(4i), (5i)], that is, the two vaodels without their respective "IS" equa-
tions. The "IM" relations are obtained by solving the equations for
and
q " z°(y, p; m, k, w, u, s, k, e) (Sn)
q - z^(y5 p.; m, k, w, it, ^, k, if), (si)
eliminating r from the money-demand and the equity-demand equations.
In Appendix A we show that
y 7 7 y •
.
2" «
-WK"^ cf(L^)-^ p~^ < 0,
r r
Zf = WK~^ [C° - cf(L^) "^ Lf3 > 0,
ir ir r r IT
Zj = WK-^ [(Cj + Cj) - cf(Lf)"^ (L^ ^ Lpl ^ 0,
r r
Zf- WK~^ [cf - cf(Lf)~^ Lf] > 0,
K K r r K
Zj . WK"1 \Z\ ^ cf(Lf)~^ L^] ^ 0,
r r
„n -1 ny-^n.-l —1 ^ „
ZTj = K C_(L_; p > 0,
r r

"11-
2^ " -qK"-^ < 0»
and Z^ - K*"^ [C"" - C^fJ^)"^ 1="] ~r Oj (8n')
X T
'
'*.
and also that
1 -1 i 1 -1
2 » ~WK C (L ) -^ L~ < 0,
i i 1 ~1 -1
Z » ~WK C (L ) ? < 0,p r r
v r tr
il - mr^ [cj » cja^)"^ lJ] ^
and zj ». k"^ [C^ >- cJ(L^~^ j/j ^0. (8i')
T!ie conditions under which monetary policy will be more efficient
with index-linked bonds can be determined readily froni (8n*) and (8i'),
Since
z^ « K C__(L_) p
r r
and zj « k"^ cJ(lJ)"^ p~^,
a cliange in the money supply will affect the supply price of capital by
^i-
' -I .. f
i » V •
,
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EBore ia a regime with index-linked bonds If (and only if)
c-^a^)"-^ > c^a")"-^ . (9)
r r
Since
r r
and 4 " ^"^ IC* " C^aJ)"^ L^j ,
3 change in the quantity of bonds outstanding (i.e., an incrftssa in W
such that K and M remain unchanged) will affect the supply price of capital
by lEore (In absolute terms) in a legliae wtb index-linked bonds if (and
only if), again, condition (9) holds, (Since we are presumably making
the comparative-statics change in W from the same initial position^
C » C and L = L .) Now C » L ', C% and C are all assumed to be less
r r —" "~*
r r o
than zero, so we may speak in terms of their absolute value. If \c \ is
greater th^n |c_i, and JL | is less than JL_|, as Tobin assumes, then
r r
condition (9) clearly bolde, and xnonetary policy is luore efficient with
index-linked bonds. It is not likely, however, that the introduction of
index~linked bonds would increase the real-interest-rate sensitivity of the
demand for equities without at the same time increasing the real-interest-rate
sensitivity of the demand for real money balances. With the introduction
of in.dex-linked bonds, a certain real interest rate replaces an uncertain
real interest rate in both asset-demand functions, A change in a certain
real interest rate should have a stronger effect than a change in an uncer-~
tain expected real interest rate on both functions, not on the dercand-for-
equity function alone. If jc j is greater than ic_|, then we should expect
^
r
[l"! to be greater tlian JL_|. If this is the case, we cannot say for sure
r
•/
,-!/,. J on X r V 'ja.*;..^;.^-. - - '
-f...
-"-'i.:.:
I
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whether coodition (9) would hold, and therefore vs canaot say for sure
whether the introduction of index-linbed bonds would Increase the effective-
ness of monetary policy.
In fact, we can support our claim that cotidition is not likely to hold
with some "theoretical evidence*" In Appendix 3 we derive desnand-fot-aioney
aad demand-for-equity functions incorporating the expactations and uncer-
tainty parameters we have described by using the Mossia capitaj-asset
pricing model. We maka no claims for the empirical validity of the func-
tions we derive, and indeed they are open to certain theoretical objections;
nevertheless, they are plausible functions. Now if the demand-for-money
and demand-for-equity functions take the form derived In Appendix B, then
(i) }l
I
— !l_J as JC j — (C_j, i,e.4 Tobin*s two assumptions caxinot both
r r
hold simultaneously, and (ii) condition (9) becomes an equality, i.e,,
*
r r
la this case we have a strong result, that monetary policy would be neither
more nor less effective with index-linlced bonds than with nominal bonds.
This strong result depends on the particular forms of the asset-demand
functions derived in Appendix B; hence we will not claim that it is any
more than a "plausible possibility," At all events, it supports the essen-
tial point of this Section; that there is no reason to believe that condi-
tion CS) is certain to hold,
II. Monetary policy with nominal and index-linlced bonds, taking the effects
of monetary policy on the state of expactations into account.
Let us assume in this Section that condition (10) holds in fact as
an equality, as suggested by the analysis in Appendix B. Inspection of

the expressions (8n') and (8i') shows that under this assur-aption Z is
equal to Z for x «= M, W, K, and p, but Z does noL (necessarily) equal
Z for X = y, -a, ff. k, or R, Since monetery policy caa sffect y through
mechanisms represented by our model, and can probably affect, tr, if, k^ aad
(J through mechanisms outside our aodel, monetary policy can therefore have
different degress of efficiency in regimes with notalnal bonds and with
index-linked bonds. la this section, however, we will argue that it is
still not possible to predict in which regime monetary policy would be
the more effective.
Consider the consequences of an expansion^ary monetary policy on y»
Vf f , K, arid iJ. First, in general, expansionary monetary policy leads tc
an increase in y. To the extent that this generates an increase in the
demand for money, the expansionarj' effect of the monetary policy is reduced?
through this chanael, therefore, monetary policy vill be more expaasionary
i nin a regime with index-linked bonds if and only if L ia leas thai L .
y y
1
There is no particular reason, however, to believe a priori that L would
_ •- y
be either less or greater than L' «
Second, an expcnsionary monetary policy could generate increases in
IT and Ky if the public revised its expectations upward after axt increase
in p and/or y. At least through the LM sector of the modelj increases ia
IT and K would cause added expansionary effects, since Z_ and Z_ are both
greater than zero. Once again, however, it is simply not possible to say,
i n i
3. priori , whether Z_ would be greater than Z , or whether 2__ would be
greater than Z__,
K
Finally, the conserjuences of an expansionary monetary policy on ff
and Z might be either to increase them or decrease them: it is simply not
•» ••«••
...l'
possible to say what a given monetary policy would be likely to do to f
and K. la any event, we cannot even predict whether increases ia S or 2
would be expansionary or contractionary (i,e.5 ve cannot say vhat the
signs of 2g or Zg, would be); and there Is certainly no vay to determines
i n 1
'_ would be greater than Z~ or whether Z,5. £JdL2£i.» whether Z„ _ would hi
greater than Z^,
Thus* even if ve aust admit that the quantitative effects of raonetary
policy, through the cliannels of changes in the rate of national iacoiae and
in the state of esrpectations and uncertainty, might be differont In regimes
with index-linked and with nomirial bondSf we still cannot predict with any
confidence in which regime monetary policy would be more ef fielent.
At this poijat it asay help the readet if we provide an illustrative
example of the kind of point that we are oakiag in this .section, Assusie
that in a given econotay a short-term increase in the money supply always
leads rapidly to an increase in the uncertainty attacliing to tha real rates
of return on Tooney and nominal bonds. Now consider the consequences of an
open-Tsarket purchase of bends with money by the monetary authority, first
in a systeia -with nominal bonds and then in a system with index-linked' bonds.
According to cur analysis in the previous sactioaj the iapact effect of the
purchase should be (roughly) the sane in the two regimes, Thp value of out-
standing bonds will be increased and their real rate of return reduced, and
in both cases investors \rLll prefer to move out of bonds and into equity,
thus bidding up the supply price of capital. In view of our assumption,
however, this expansionary monetary policy will also be accompanied fay an
increase in inflationary uncertainty j i^e,, an increase in the uncertainty
attaching to real rate of return on money. This increase in the uncertainty

attaching to tha real rate of raturx? on jconey w±ll» iii itsalf , cause shifts
in the asset-^leroand fuactions in. both sysceniS, But where bonds are ncaxinal,
the uncertainty attaching to the real rate of return on bonds will be in-
creaaed; tci contrast^ vhsre bonds are index-linked, there wiJ.l be no effect
on the uacartainty attaching to the real rate of return oa bonds,> Conse-
quently, there should be further shifts in asset deroands out of nominal
bonds, vhereas there should not be any such shifts out of index-linked bonds.
We cannot say, however, vhether tha shifts out of nominal bonds would
diasinisk or augment the Impact effect of the monetary policy* If the demand
for money is increased, the impact effect of the jaonetary policy would be
diminished; if the demand for equity is increased, the impact effect of
the monetary policy would be augmented, lu the former case, monetary policy
would be more efficient with index-linked bonds; in the latter case;, mone-
tary policy would be more efficient with nominal bonds. We cannot eay a_
priori .
Conclusion .
Our conclusion aiay be stated simply: there is no a priori reason
to believe that monetary policy would be more efficient with index-linked
bonds than it v/ould be with nominal bonds. This rather stands to reason:
an index-linked financial asset is simply a financial asset denominated
in a constant-purcliasing-power unit of account j thus, to introduce an
index~linked financial asset in an economy is essentially like introducing
a second unit of account into the economy along with the monetary unit.' '
As long as the rate of exchange of the tvTO units of account is fixed and
expected to remain unchanged, the use of a second unit makes no differ-
ence; consequently, our analysis finds no difference in the efficiency cf
"
-
*•.
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asoaetary policy bsnireen. regimes with index-linked and nomlTiAl boTids, There
will be. differences batweau the tvo regimes if the nonatary policy generates
changes in the state cf expectations and uncerts.iiity—that isj, if the mone-
tary policy alters the expectation cf and the uncertainty attaching to the
exchange rates between the two units of account. But in this case we can-
not predict in which regime monetary policy would be the etroager.
-•If^'a*»i;wwr*«»i»<V*)e'*»i'Ji.^»' "'*•»«• 'WHU"
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Footnotes.
1. The raai rate of return on money is equal to the negative of the rate
of inflation oiily if thesa f^o rates are understood to be the Instantaneous
rates. If the unit of time c± these races ifi longer than Infinitesimal
»
they are not equal, and it is inappropriate to use the rate of inflation
iaiitead of the real rate of return on money in estimating the d emand-for~
money function (unless the rate of inflation is very loW;, in which case
they are approximately equal) . This is explained as follows. Let the unit
of time run from t==0 to t-l, and let p^ and p. give the price level at
these two instants. Let
.
Pi - Po
give the percentage increase in the price level over the period, i.e., the
rate of inflation over the period. For argument's sake, suppose that the
price of apples is perfectly correlated with (i-e.j faithfully accompanies)
the price level through the per.iod. If one dollar purchases an apple at
time t=0, then (1+p) dollars purcliase one apple at time t-1; therefcrSs at
time t=l, one apple purcliases l/(l+p) dollars. This means that, measured
by its power to purchase apples, the real rate cf return on one dollar held
from t=0 to t=l is given by
_l+^ P Pi " PQ
^ 1 -! p Pi
From the fonnula it is clear that v does not equal p, though when p is
very small they are approximately equal. More intuitively, the point
here is that if there is, say, a 100% percent increase in the price level
!-;
'>
;i • >••.
over the period, a dcllar held over the period loses otLl.y 50 percent.,
cot 100 percent, of its value, Where axj ecoihOSBic theory treats money
as an asset whosa real rata of return Is compared by ecoaoHiic actors
vlth the real rates of return offered by other assets, it is appropriate
to use -TT, not p, as the real rate of return on EOiiey, Tha real rate
of return on money exactly equals minus the rate of inflation if these
rates are understood to be the instaatanecms rates: in this caae, the
price l«;vel at t«=l is given by
P, - p iifli (1 4--E.)^<^i - ^o^ « p eP^°'\l " ^'o^ ,1 o _ ^ a ^o *
and the real value of one dollar at the end of the period is given by
- -irCt. ~ t ) 11 «• e 1 o =" —
P
hence ir = p.
2. If the noalnal interest rate is i, the real rate of interest is given
by i(l-ii) - Ji, not by i-p. The explanation for this is as follows.
Consider a nominal bond whose principal is one dollar and •which pays interest
at a rate 1 (in nouiinal terms) for the period t=0 to t=i; the bond is assumed
to be sold for one dollar at t=0 and redeemed at t-1 for (i+i) dollars. In
terms of "t=0 dollars," the deflated value of the radeinption payment is
given by (l+i)/(i-f-p). The real rate of interest, measured using t'^O dollars
(the correct unit of jneasurement because presumably economic decisions
I ot-
.•A^.
Tf- f
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will be taken at time t=0 ort the basis of the real rate of interest), is
thus given by
(1+1) /(l-^) - 1 = (i~p)/(l-iT) = 1(1- tt) - tr ;
In this fonaula, i(l~TT) represents the deflated value of the coupon
of the bonds and ~ir represepts the loss of purchasing power suffered
by the one-dollar principal of the bond.> If there is no coupors, 1,?.,;,
if thii bond is simply discounted s the real rate cf return on the bond
is ±-~TT, Any good or ser^'ice whose imit of measure is the isonetary unit
suffers a loss in purchasing power cf t times Its initial value over
the period t^'O to t=l.
3. There are certain conceptual problems concerning k. If we consider
the asset-demand functions to have a one-period time-horizon, then v:
represents the expected real rate of return on the real current replacement
value of the capital stockj Kj. or
y - wN
where w represents the real wage and N represents the quantity of labor
employed. As is customary, we fudge the capltal-measureinent prcbleic. A
reader who prefers not to think of K as the replacaitient value of the capi-
tal stock should think of K in units of installed electrical capacity.
4. I am grateful to Professor Adroaldo Moura da Silva of the Universidade
de S5o Paulo for having convinced me of this? point.
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Appendix A, Coapara rive-statics aaaiysis of the asodele [(In), (2n),
('^n),
(5a) 3 asid [(ii), (2i), (41), (51)],
We take .sdvactage cf the fact that equations ().o) and (li) and
equations C2n) and (?.i), respectively, ar?. che same except fot the
changes
from L^ to L and froa C and C ,
M « pL(y» Vi ^, r, f, k, 2)' W; (i)
Fully differentiating (1) snd (2):
dM = W{Ldp+plL dy+L d7+L dff+L_d^L df+LjicfL^dS] }+pLdW; (!')
cdK-fKda - -WiC dV+C^dff+C dr+C^df4<: d'icK' d2}+CdW, (2')
Froai (1'),
d7 -'- -h\ dy - L^'''Lp"" dp
r ^
TV r ' r r K r
•fw"V2'''p~"^dM - ir-'-i.ir-'-dw.
Substituting this expression for dr into (2')j
dq " -\^~'^ C_L~^L ^dy - WK""^ C_L_ p~ dp
r r
^'
r r
• -^WK*"^ [C_-C_C^LJ d7-fWK"-^ [Cfl-C_L2'^L^]dTf
•HVK"-'- [C^-Cjr-^Ljjdf
r r
i.'- sc...
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K r r tt r r
r
""
r r
To derive expressions (9n') and (9i'') in the text, we tjov nsed only -wxifce
in the appropriate superscripts and note tb&t where bonds are siCfminai
*"hiie where bonds are index-linked
f? « Oj hence d? « 0,
Thus." dq " WK"'^{~C^(L^)"-4.^dy » C^{Lf
)
"S ""'"dp
r r ' r r
•ff T r s
4-[(C^^-Cj " C a ) (L +!,„)] tit
;< r r k
r r
+ K~^c'^(L°)"-^p~-^dM - qK"-^dK; + k""^ [C^^ ~ c"(L'^')"-^L"]dW; (9n')
E r r r
and dq = WK~^{-cJ(Lj)"Vdy - cJ{L^)'"^p"'-}dp
+ [C>cJ(Lj)~^Lij d7
ir IT
/
,
.
"26—
J 1 i — 1 1
+ [cr - c a ) L ] dK
it XX- i?
r r
i9V)
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Appendix B. Demand -for-moixej' and demand-for-capital functions based on
tks Hossin version of the capital-asset pricing model.
In his book Theory of Financial Markets Jan >5ossin presented a
weil-knowi version of the "capital-asset pricing modelo" In this appendix,
we describe how Mossin's results might be applied., using some special as-
sumptions, to derive macro-economic demand-for-equity and demmd-for-money
functions incorporating expected real rates of return and the uncertainties
attaching to these rates. We then indicate some properties of these func-
tions tliat are relevisnt to the argument of the main part of this essay.
The basic Mossin capitsi-asset pricing model assumes a ticancial
Biarket with various investors and securities. It is a "portfolio" model
±n the sense that the investors are assumed to determine their security
portfolios on the basis of a one-period time horizon. The snodei shows
how the values of the securities arc interdependently determined in a
competitive securities market, and it allows uncertainty to be taken into
account in a rudimentary way. The principal assvmptions of Mossin 's basic
SQodel are that (1) each investor i has the same eKpected-utllity function,
given by
U^ -= f(E^, o^^), (B-1)
2
wiiere e is the expected final value of investor i's portfolio and a.
is the variance of the subjective probability distribution held by the
investor regarding that final valuer (2) all investors have the same per-
ception of the expected return and uncertainty characterizing each security
available; (i.e., all investors have the same subjective prolabillty
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distrlbution of the final value of each asset); (3) there are bo taxes,
and iio iffipedlffiants to free trade in securities j aud (A) there exists a
riiikles!3 asset j with investors and the firms issuing ths securities able
to borrow at the ri-skless rate of return.
Let v^ represent the market value of security j» r the risk.lees l«rid-
3
iag rate, y. the investors' expectation of the final viilue of sec^srity
2
j, and cr., the investors' perception of the covariance of the final valu^
of security j with that of security k (if j = kj tha investors' percep-
tion of the variance of security j). Moasin shows (pp, 64-76) that
where R is a constant, is the first-order condition for the investors'
utility maximizatioa. That is, each security le valued at the discounted
value of its expected final value, less the discounted value of the risk
term R£a,, , (R may be interpreted as the market's implicit valuation of
2
risk, while Za., gives the total covariance of security j with ail the
k
''^
.available securities.)
In one extension of the model, Mossin drops the assumption that
there exists a rlskless asset and lending rate. If the lending rate
is now uncertain, with expected value r, and the final value of the
2lending asset has covariance a
,
witli each security j, Mossin shows
ric
(pp. 94-95) that
V =• ~ ~ r (B-3)
•^ (1+r) - RZo.,
k -^
is the first-order condition for investors' utility maximization.
•i'l
t
••.:•
.
.^•
2Note that 0^, =» p ,, a.o^ j where p ,, Is the. correlation coefiicieufc of
2 2
the flasl values of securitiaa j and k, and c, a:ud a, are the
.» "^
respective variances ox these final values
»
To apply the capir^l-asset pricing model to the denian<i--for~money
aad deicand-for-equit;/ functions, we assume tliat money s.nd equity are
regarded by the public as risky, return-bearing securities > The public
valtiies these assets. M and K, by adjusting the price level, p, and the
supply price of capital, q, i.e., by adjitsting M/p and qK.
The expected value of mimey at the end of the period is taken to
consist of twe eompcnentc ? a non-stochastic component depending on y,
the acn~pecaalary return to saoney holdings consequent on the usefulness
of nscney as a mediiats for transactions; and a stochastic component depend-
ing on the real rate of return on sjoney, •ir. The expected final value of
aoney will be taken to be given by
[8(y) + (1 - 7)]M, 9,^ > . (B-4)
2 . 2Let a represent the variance of 1 - tt; let a represent the varl-
2 2 2
ance of (1 + k) ; and let a , a , and c represent the covariances
of (1 ~ ir) and (1 + k) ; and (1 + r) aiid (1 - ir) j and (1 + r) and (1 + !c)
,
2 2
respectively.. We will take o. and a to be the equivalents of if and kJ
in the main part of the text. Note that
o =^ p a cf .
We will take the variance of the final value of the money stock to be
? 2 n 2
M'a J the variance of the final value of equity to be K'"a , the covari-
iC
ance of the final value of money end equity to be W.p a a . (If a and
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2
$ are coastants and x and y are stochastic variables, var(rtx) = a var sc
and cov(ax, .By) « agcovCsjy) .= )
How if the bonds are nominal ^ the real lending rate is subject to
'.mcertainty, and the asset-demand relations are derived using the exten-
sion of Mossin's taodei. Let r reprasant the expectation
rate. We take a ~ a . so that
r TT
2 2
S.sd O •= p OCT.
rK ??«: IT K
The covariance of the fiaai values of the boDds axid money stocks is thea
2
gi-j^ea by c j and the ccvarianca of the final values of the bonds and
equities stocks is p o a . Let
q = 7 - R(o ^ -f p a a )
.
(B->5)
IS TSK K K
Theuj applying formuia (B-3),
« „1„ {[9(y) + (1-7) ]M - R[M^a^^ 4- MKp^^a^0^]); (B-6)
aad
1
If the bonds are index-linked j, on the other hand, the real lending
-rate r is certain, and the asset-demand relations can be derived from
l-iossin's basic model:
I-.:
1 ;
l' -f
31-
1 * -~
CM/p) « l.'^Cys Wj o^j r, O3 tc, .J )
and
™A._- {ie(y) + (l-ir)]M - Kill^oJ- + >aCp^^a^^0^3 }; (B~8)
(qK) « C (^s a. r, 0, Kj a^)
IT v<
We now determine the values of L*^, C°, L and C , Let
r r
*• = le(y) + (l~ir')jM - R[M^<j ^ + MF4J cr a ]
Then
r (1+Q)
r
(l-i-r)'^
pi 1
.x^
(E«10)
(B-11)
(B~12)
(B-13)
<l+r)'
Several conclusions of interest for the main part of the essay
follow from expressions (E-10) - (B-13), First, if |c | is gt eater than
!c_j. (l+r)~ must be greater than (!+<?)"''; but If (l-^r)~ is greater
than (i+Q)"
, JL j must be greater than |l_J , Hence, In this snodel,
r
. 1
,
)
' •/..
i V J ^
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|l
I
— jL_{ as JC j — Ic^'j. NotSj by the way, that expression (B-5)
-2 -2
Isiplles that if (1 + r) is greater than (1 4 Q) , snd if we consider
beginning froai squilibriim positions with r <= r, then Q must be greater
than r, which requix-es.as d necessary (but siot even sufficient) condition
that p be leas than zero. That is, in order for Ic ! to be greaterVK * ' r'
than [c_j» it is necessary (but m)t sufficient) that the expected final
r
values of equities and nominal bonds be negatively correlated,
Finally, it is clear from inspection of expressions <B-10) - (E - 13)
that
4
^1
r
.1 ,r.
i. L
r
r
• l"
• i .
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